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Abstract— A dynamic consensus algorithm-based coordinated secondary control with an autonomous current-sharing control strategy is proposed in this paper for balancing discharge rate of energy storage systems (ESSs) in an islanded AC microgrid. The dynamic consensus algorithm is applied for information sharing between distributed generation (DG) units in order to regulate the output power of DGs according to ESS capacities and state-of-charge (SoC). The proposed controller can not only effectively prevent operation failure caused by over current and unintentional outage of DGs by means of balanced discharge rate control, but also provide fast response and accurate current sharing performance due to an autonomous current-sharing controller at primary level. In addition, expandability, flexibility and high reliability can be obtained thanks to the distributed architecture. Based on the developed linearized state-space model in z-domain, both the system stability and parameter sensitivity were analyzed. A comparison between experimental results obtained from using the conventional power sharing control and those obtained from the proposed coordinated control using a setup with three 2.2 kW DG units are presented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microgrid is considered as a promising electric power system with decentralized power architecture, which supports a flexible electric grid by enabling the integration of renewable energy sources (RESSs), energy storage systems (ESSs), and demand response [1], [2].

In view that a MG should be able to supply power to critical loads without the support of a utility grid and to overcome the intermittent nature of RESSs, ESSs are needed in the case of grid-fault, energy-shortage, and load fluctuations. In this sense, it is advisable to equip more than one set of distributed ESS for providing redundancy so as to enhance both the system stability and reliability. Therefore, a coordinated control is required to guarantee stored energy balance among ESSs to avoid deep-discharge and over-charge.

The control capability of ESS is limited to its energy capacity. Meanwhile, the available electrical energy from ESSs is affected by various factors, such as charging conditions, ambient temperature, charging and discharging current, and aging [3]. Assuming the valve-regulated lead acid (VRLA) battery is considered as a power source for ESS in this case for its large number of charge-discharge cycles, deep discharge capability and low price. For one aspect, the depth of discharge (DOD) of a VRLA battery decreases exponentially with an increase in its lifecycle [4]. Hence, state-of-charge (SoC) usually has a limitation to prevent of deep-discharge. Another aspect is the capacity of a VRLA battery decreases exponentially with an increase of discharge current [3]. Indeed, the total available electrical energy in VRLA batteries is variable in terms of discharge condition even though the batteries have the same initial SoC values. The conventional coordinated control strategies mainly focus on equal power sharing among DG units [1], [2]. However, the ESSs in different DG units can have different discharge rates according to their SoC and capacities. The powerless DG will first be shut down when its SoC is below the threshold, while the rest of DGs have to supply more power to the total loads. This situation may result in overcurrent and unintentional outages. Furthermore, it can degrade the stability and reliability of the MG.

To avoid this operation failure, all aspects of coordinated output power control strategy should be considered, such as the SoC and ESS capacities. In other words, the unit with the highest SoC should supply more power to the common load in order to ensure balanced discharge rate [5]. This kind of coordinated control strategy can be integrated to a hierarchical structure [6]. Several coordinated control strategies for SoC balancing in a MG have been proposed [7]-[14] in centralized or distributed topologies by means of combining communication technology with hierarchical control. In [9] an adaptive virtual resistance (VR) based droop controller is proposed to achieve stored energy balance. However, a centralized supervisory control is used which may result in a single point of failure.

The distributed control offers a more robust system and guarantees uninterruptible operation when either the network structure or electrical parameters are changed. On the other hand, consensus algorithms have been recently applied to MGs because of the effective way of sharing information among
DGs and facilitating the distributed coordination control [15], [16]. By using consensus algorithms, communication links are only needed between neighboring DG units, which can achieve plug ‘n’ play performance and reduce communication cost. A distributed multi-agent-based algorithm is proposed in [12] to achieve SoC balancing through voltage scheduling. A decentralized strategy based on fuzzy logic that ensures stored energy balance for a DC MG by modifying VRs of droop controllers is proposed in [13]. However, these control strategies were all developed in DC MG and based on droop control, which has a relatively slow transient response caused by low-pass filters [17]. Besides, both adaptive droop coefficients and variable voltage references seriously affect system stability in droop-controlled systems [18], [19].

Moreover, stability analysis for dynamic consensus-based MG, which includes both an electrical part in continuous-time domain and a consensus algorithm in discrete-time domain, is lack of sufficient study. Modeling in the discrete time domain is necessary to consider the discrete nature of communication. A modeling method in z-domain is proposed in [20].

In this paper, a novel coordinated secondary control for balanced discharge rate of ESS in an islanded AC MG is proposed. Instead of modified droop control, an autonomous current-sharing controller is employed at the primary level for AC MGs to achieve faster response and better accuracy in contrast to the control performance of droop control [21]. In addition, this control method provides large stability margin during parameters variations [18]. A dynamic consensus algorithm is implemented in each DG to share information for coordinately regulating the output power of DG units according to their SoC and ESS capacities by adjusting the VRs of the paralleled voltage-controlled inverters (VCIs). To analyze the system stability and parameter sensitivity, a detailed linearized discrete state-space model in z-domain including electrical part, primary control, and consensus algorithm is proposed.

II. ISLANDED MICROGRID CONFIGURATION

A PV-ESS based islanded AC MG case-study scenario is shown in Fig. 1. The MG consists of several DG units, local loads, ESSs, power electronics interfaces and secondary control (SC) loop. Each DG unit includes a DC/DC converter and a three-phase DC/AC converter connected to AC bus, powered by PV panels and ESSs. With the dynamic consensus algorithm-based distributed secondary control, the SoC coordination control is implemented in each DG unit.

III. PROPOSED BALANCED DISCHARGE RATE CONTROL

A. Primary control for current and power sharing

The used autonomous current-sharing control strategy in primary level is depicted in Fig. 2. The controller includes a synchronous-reference-frame phase-locked loop (SRF-PLL), a VR loop, and proportional resonant inner voltage and current controllers [21]. With this controller, a d-axis output current to angular frequency ($I_{dq} \cdot \omega$) and a q-axis output current to voltage magnitude ($I_{aq} \cdot V$) droop characteristics can be endowed in each inverter instead of adopting conventional power droop control in an AC MG. The relationships of

\[
I_{od1} R_{o-vird1} = I_{od2} R_{o-vird2} = \cdots = I_{odN} R_{o-virdN} \quad (1)
\]

\[
I_{oq1} R_{o-virq1} = I_{oq2} R_{o-virq2} = \cdots = I_{oqN} R_{o-virqN} \quad (2)
\]

\[
P_{o1} R_{o-vird1} = P_{o2} R_{o-vird2} = \cdots = P_{oN} R_{o-virdN} \quad (3)
\]

\[
Q_{o1} R_{o-virq1} = Q_{o2} R_{o-virq2} = \cdots = Q_{oN} R_{o-virqN} \quad (4)
\]

where $R_{o-vird}$ and $R_{o-virq}$ are the d and q-axis VRs of VCI #n.

B. SoC estimation and discharge rate calculation

The energy consumption of ESS, can be represented by the integration of the output active power of DG #i ($P_i$) [22]. Therefore, the SoC of ESS, can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{SoC}_i = 1 - \frac{k}{C_{bat,i}} \int P_i dt \quad (5)
\]

where $k$ is a change ratio for time scale and is equal to 1/3600; $C_{bat,i}$ is the rated capacity of ESS; $P_i$ is the output active power output of VCI #n.
of DG \#i.

The discharge rate of DG \#i (\(\eta_i\)) can be defined as follows:

\[
\eta_i = \frac{d}{dt}SoC_i = -\frac{k}{C_{bat_i}}P_i
\]  

(6)

The definition shows that the discharge rate is influenced by the rated capacities of ESSs and the output active power of DG \#i. Thus, the coordinated control and equal discharge rate can be obtained by regulating each VR based on their ratio among DG units is dominated by VR ratio.

C. Information sharing with dynamic consensus algorithm

With regard to MGs, a consensus algorithm can be used to eliminate the dependence on a signal DG, achieve the information sharing and coordination among DG units and to reduce communication cost. In this technique, each DG unit only communicates its state to adjacent DGs. Every DG in the network updates its state by providing a linear equation of its neighboring nodes. Besides, with (7), the final convergence value is related to the initial state, \(z_i\), which means that regardless of the degree of change that occurs in \(z_i\), the algorithm can converge to the desired average value.

Regarding the real physical meaning, the output variables, \(x_i(k+1), i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, N\), and \(\{i, j\} \in E\), become the SoC references, \(SoC_{ref_i}\), for each DG unit in this paper. Thus, (7) and (8) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
SoC_{ref_i}(k+1) = SoC_i(k) + \varepsilon \sum_{j \in N_i} \delta_{ij}(k+1)
\]  

(9)

\[
\delta_{ij}(k+1) = \delta_{ij}(k) + \alpha_{ij} \left( x_j(k) - x_i(k) \right)
\]  

(10)

The edge weight, \(\varepsilon\), can be taken as a turning parameter to minimize the convergence time for a given communication network when it meets the following equation [23]:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \in N_i} \alpha_{ij}}
\]
where $L$ is the Laplacian matrix of graph $G_{MG}$ [24], $\lambda_{\text{max}}(L)$ represents the largest eigenvalue of $L$, while $\lambda_{\text{max}}(L)$ denotes the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix. In this case, $\varepsilon=1/3$ is the optimized weight parameter.

### D. Proposed coordinated secondary control for balanced discharge rate

The centralized master-slaver (MS) SoC coordinated control is shown in Fig. 2(a). By contrast, the complete control scheme of the proposed distributed dynamic consensus algorithm-based SoC coordinated secondary control strategy is shown in Fig. 2(b). At the secondary control level, dynamic consensus algorithm is implemented for enabling a set of DG units to agree on a control variable by exchanging information through communication networks. In this case, it takes charge of finding the averaged value of SoC for each DG by means of the outputs of SoC estimation loops and the network configuration. Hypothetically, each ESS is fully charged at the beginning, which means that each initial SoC is equal to 1. The idea is to balance the discharge rate of each DG unit according to its ESS capacities to avoid overcurrent and unintentional outage. The differences between the measured SoC and the desired average SoC obtained from dynamic consensus algorithm are sent to PI controllers which outputs are taken as increments in $d$-axis VR to adjust the output currents of DG units. The increments of $d$-axis VR can be expressed as follow:

$$\Delta R_{\text{vird}} = K_p (\text{SoC}_{\text{ref}} - \text{SoC}) + K_i \int (\text{SoC}_{\text{ref}} - \text{SoC}) dt \quad (12)$$

where $K_p$ and $K_i$ are the parameters of the PI controllers. To reduce the power oscillation, the outputs of PI controllers are regarded as incremental control parts. Therefore, the updated $d$-axis VR of each DG can be presented as follow:

$$R_{\text{vird},i} = R_{\text{vird},b} + \Delta R_{\text{vird},i} \quad i = 1, 2, 3, 4, \ldots, N \quad (13)$$

where $R_{\text{vird},i}$ is the $d$-axis VR for DG $#i$; $R_{\text{vird},b}$ is the basic $d$-axis VR; in this case, $R_{\text{vird},b}$ is preassigned to 4 $\Omega$ [21]; $\Delta R_{\text{vird},i}$ is the increment output from the PI controller.

Therefore, the adaptive $d$-axis VRs can be considered as tuning parameters to adjust the direct current outputs and active power outputs of parallel-connected DG units with respect to their SoC values and different ESS capacities.

### IV. LINEARIZED STATE SPACE MODEL AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

To analyze the system stability and parameter sensitivity, the developed state-space model of the proposed coordinated secondary controller is discussed based on a three-paralleled-DG system. The state-space model is mainly divided into two parts: sub-models of SoC controller and MG plant in the continuous time domain and sub-model of consensus algorithm in the discrete time domain.

#### A. Linearized discrete model

In order to integrate overall state-space model, the combination of SoC controller and MG plant model needs to be discretized to equivalent discrete time model with sampling time $T_{\text{sam}}$ which is applied for communication.

As the inputs of SoC consensus algorithm loop are the initial SoC states of DG units, while the outputs are the states obtained for each DG unit at 4th iteration, $\text{SoC}_{\text{ref}}(k)$. Based on (9) and (10), two state variables exist in the dynamic consensus algorithm control loop. One of the state variables is the internal cumulative difference between node $i$ and $j$, $\delta_i(k), j \in N_i$ which is the set of neighbors of node $i$. The other is the output state $x(k)$, which has a practical physical meaning of $\text{SoC}_{\text{ref}}(k)$.

A complete linearized discrete state-space model of the proposed three-DG-unit system can be obtained by combining the following sub-state-space models: the combined SoC controller and MG plant model in discrete time domain and the dynamic consensus algorithm model. A total of 18 states are included:

$$X_{\text{dis}}(k+1) = G_{\text{dis}}X_{\text{dis}}(k) + H_{\text{dis}}u_{\text{dis}} \quad (14)$$

being

$$X_{\text{dis}} = \begin{bmatrix} X_{1,1} & X_{1,2} & X_{1,3} & X_{2,1} & X_{2,2} & X_{2,3} & X_{3,1} & X_{3,2} & X_{3,3} \end{bmatrix}$$

where $X_{i,j}$, $X_{2,i}$, and $X_{3,i}$ $(i=1, 2, 3)$ present the state variables of the discrete sub-models of SoC controller and MG plant model for DG $#i$.

#### B. Stability analysis based on linearized discrete model

To analyze system stability and adjust the parameters to obtain the desired transient response of the proposed system, $z$-domain root locus plots of (14) are represented as a function of different parameter variations. The system parameters and equilibrium point are listed in Table I.

Fig. 3 shows the root locus in the discrete-time domain for the system as a function of the variation of the proportional term in SoC regulator $K_p$ from 0.1 to 1000. The system has an underdamped response for higher values of $K_p$. The system could maintain stability as the eigenvalues are displaced within the unit circle.

Fig. 4 shows the root locus plot for the system that corresponds to a variation of the integral term, $K_i$, in the range of 1 to 10000. The figure shows that an increase in $K_i$ leads to two pairs of complex conjugated poles $\lambda_6, \lambda_7, \lambda_8,$ and $\lambda_9$, which results in oscillation. However, $K_i$ has a small effect on the movements of dominating poles.

As illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, the paralleled DG system with the proposed controller presents low sensitivity of the parameters at secondary level over the system dynamics due to the large stability margin provided by the employed autonomous current sharing control at primary level [19]. Hence, the proposed control approach can achieve more stable...
control performance compared with droop-based SoC coordinated controller.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An islanded experimental MG setup consisted of three three-phase inverters formed as a three-DG-unit system has been built, as shown in Fig. 5. The Danfoss inverters were used to simulate different DG units with different ESS capacities. Different case-study scenarios were considered for verifying the control performance of the proposed dynamic consensus algorithm-based coordinated control strategy. Before the experiments were conducted, the required assumptions were met. First, ESS, in each DG unit was fully charged. Thus, each \( \text{SoC}_{\text{ref},1}(0) \) was equal to 1. Second, the minimum threshold of SoC was set at 0.3. Third, the ESS capacities of the three DG units were different. \( C_{\text{bat},1}, C_{\text{bat},2}, \) and \( C_{\text{bat},3} \) were equal to 10, 20, and 30 Wh, respectively. Fourth, the maximum output power of each DG unit was assumed to be 1000 W.

A. Experimental results with conventional power-sharing control

The experimental results of SoC values, output powers, and SoC change rates for DGs using the traditional power sharing control strategy are illustrated in Figs. 6 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The figures show that the three DG units were operating on a parallel level at the beginning, with equal output powers feeding about 209 W by means of the proposed primary control with the same virtual resistances to supply the common load \#1. In this condition, their SoC values decreased at different rates because the rated capacities of the ESSs were different. At 50 s, an extra 230 \( \Omega \) load was connected to the parallel-connected DG system, which caused an approximated 209 W of real power step change in each DG unit. With the unified output power, SoC1 decreased fastest because of the smallest ESS capacity of DG #1. At 87s, DG #1 was shut down as SoC2 reached 0.3. as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Meanwhile, the real power outputs of DG #2 and DG #3 increased by 200 W, respectively, to supply the needed load, which intensely decreased the SoC2 and SoC3, as shown in Figs. 6 (a) and (b).

At 129 s, DG #2 was suddenly shut down as SoC2 reached 0.3, leaving DG #3 to solely supply the total amount of needed power. As displayed in Fig. 6 (b), the output power of DG #3 had to increase to 1160 W, which is over the maximum output power of each DG unit.
power of each DG \( P_{\text{max}_i} \). Obviously, there is a serious risk resulting in operation failure because of over current in real application. In this condition, the rated capacities of all the DGs have to be increased for allowance in order to avoid affecting MG reliability. Moreover, in practice, the faster the ESSs discharge, the less the electrical energy can be obtained.

**B. Experimental results with proposed dynamic consensus algorithm-based coordinated control strategy**

The experimental results of SoC values, output powers, and SoC change rates for DGs with the proposed dynamic consensus algorithm-based coordinated control strategy are illustrated in Figs. 7 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. In this test, the virtual resistance of each DG unit was regulated based on the difference between the measured SoC and SoC reference output from the distributed dynamic consensus-based coordinated controller. The SoC reference output was related to different ESS capacities. As mentioned, each DG unit only communicates its SoC state to adjacent DGs when obtaining a new SoC state via linear equation. Finally, the adaptive virtual resistance ratio will determine the power-sharing ratio among the connected DG units. Fig. 7 (a) shows that, at the beginning, three DG units were operating in a parallel manner without any coordinated control. After approximately 5 s, the proposed coordinated secondary controller starts to act. Then, the SoC values decrease with the same gradient from the original. While, since the ESS capacities of these three DG units were pre-assigned at 10/20/30 Wh (a ratio of 1:2:3), the load-power sharing ratio among the parallel-connected DG units was also equal to 1:2:3. At 50 s, the output powers of DG units were...
increased in proportion to the 1:2:3 because of the load step-up change. At 150 s, SoC\textsubscript{1}, SoC\textsubscript{2}, and SoC\textsubscript{3} decreased to 0.3 simultaneously. This control performance is guaranteed by means of the proposed coordinated secondary controller and the adaptive VRs in primary level. Notably, overcurrent never appeared during this test, which means that operation failure can be effectively prevented. Therefore, the reliability of the entire system can be improved. Additionally, the redundant capacities and costs of the DG units can be reduced. Furthermore, the lower discharge rate of ESS by means of the proposed coordinated controller, as shown in Fig. 7 (c), can help ESSs to provide more electrical energy.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A dynamic consensus algorithm-based coordinated secondary control with a novel autonomous current sharing control strategy for balanced discharge rate of ESSs in islanded AC MGs was proposed in this paper. Compared to previously proposed methods, this approach can not only ensure balanced discharge rate among DGs to provide higher reliability, expandability, and flexibility, but also achieves various improvements, such as achieving faster response, more accurate output current sharing, and larger stability margin. Root locus in the s-domain from a discrete state-space model with the proposed SoC coordinated controller shows the low sensitivity of the parameters of the proposed controller over the system dynamics. Finally, experimental results during the communication fault verify the effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed controller.
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